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Abstract
Newscrypto is a global provider of the latest
information and analytics on the current state
and the near future trends of major crypto
markets.

The target market for Newscrypto is a stable
and constantly growing cryptocurrency trading
market. This allows you to develop your project
and grow your user base exponentially.

One of the key services of Newscrypto is the
terminal, which is an integrated platform that
combines data on the cryptocurrency market,
quotes, general news, and trading operations.

The heart of the NewsCrypto platform is
the NWC token - a Stellar Lumen compliant
token that underpins all transactions for the
NewsCrypto network.

Newscrypto develops its ecosystem, which
includes professional analysis tools in the
field of crypto trading, Crypto Community
Engagement, Payment System, Advertisement
Service, and the Newscrypto School.

The economy of the NewsCrypto platform
has made the NWC token a multifunctional
means of payment, remuneration, and
accumulation. The token provides access to
the system’s payouts, bonuses, and it provides
an opportunity to quickly develop an internal
ecosystem.

The platform is actively developing. The
work is underway to bring to the market
such powerful tools as Crypto Sentiment
Indicator, Newscrypto price alerts, Private chat
integration, Newscrypto trading bot, and AI
price prediction.

newscrypto.io

In the near future, NewsCrypto will provide
users with access to such services as
Shadow trading, Messenger price alerts, and
Newscrypto Blockchain incubator.
As a leading provider of financial information
to members of the global crypto trading
market, NewsCrypto is creating a platform that
will benefit both beginners and
experienced traders.
Newscrypto is a self-sufficient, self-financing
project that receives income from its
business model.
The Newscrypto platform is a high-quality
service that relies on its infrastructure and
actively forms a loyal community and a
structured ecosystem.
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With a significant increase in demand and
limited supply, NWC has become one of the
most attractive tokens for investing with
guaranteed stable organic growth.
Additionally, Newscrypto automatically eliminates
20% of the membership fees, which allows you
to guarantee the growth of the rate with the
increasing project’s user base.

Mission
The mission of the Newscrypto project is to
develop a new global analytical ecosystem
that creates a simple and efficient financial
environment for successful cryptocurrency
trading.
Trading cryptocurrencies in the financial
markets, despite impressive profitability, is
becoming increasingly difficult. The only way
to be successful in this area is to get hold of a
powerful information tool that will allow you
to trade more efficiently.

Newscrypto solves the problem of finding
and analyzing the right information at the
right time and allows users to make rational
investment decisions.
By opting for NewsCrypto, you get a chance to
join the cryptocurrency trading world and gain
access to a platform that brings together the
present and future of crypto markets.

Introduction
Project Background

Unlike most newly developed crypto projects,
the Newscrypto platform is an already tested
product used by the world’s top traders. The
concept of the platform goes back to 2015
when the founding team got involved in crypto
trading. Spotting deficiencies in the crypto
trading industry and lack of reliable market
information sparkled development of the
structure and ecosystem that would disrupt
the cryptocurrency trading industry forever. In
October of 2019, the idea became reality.

The Newscrypto team now consists of world top
traders and advisors that are being financially
compensated entirely in the form of our NWC
token. This indicates that the project’s success
is directly correlated to the value that the
platform provides to the community thereby
making the team even more motivated to
deliver the best possible results every day.
newscrypto.io

Newscrypto.io the best place in the crypto
world for money-making decisions.

Newscrypto is a non-ICO entity. Contrary to
the majority of new projects, Newscrypto
did not collect ridiculously high soft cap or
seek any external equity funding. Everything
is self-funded as the project is going straight
to the market proving that it’s here to stay
in the long run.
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Project Specification
The Newscrypto platform is divided into three
distinct levels which are split as Beginner Tier,
Intermediate Tier, and Advanced Tier.

newscrypto.io

The Beginner tier consists of essential tools and
indicators available for free after registering an
account. The other two tiers can be unlocked
with the NWC token. Every user has to pay a
monthly or yearly fee corresponding with the
level of access required respectively to the
tools and indicators programmed in-house
by the Newscrypto Technology team. School
lessons are completely free for everyone as
it is in our interest to educate people about
the world of crypto to expand and increase
the potential base of new crypto personas.
The community prediction section is devoted
to speculative traders to post their market
predictions and even earn weekly rewards in
the form of NWC tokens.
The Newscrypto platform grants access to
the most advanced price analysis reports
and premium alerts as the platform evolves.
The NWC token utility is synergistically linked
to the platform.
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The NWC team is seized with delivering the
project’s plans to reality and these extend
outside of the platform as the team plans to
open virtual offices providing live lessons on
crypto trading. Furthermore, it is within the
company’s roadmap to launch an incubator
allowing Newscrypto members to start their
blockchain projects while Newscrypto will
provide all the needed support around it.

System Architecture
The Newscrypto platform is built to support
high data loads and reads from blockchain
network participants with exact rules which
data to extract. The platform’s architecture
updates within milliseconds in different
environments, even those outside of the
blockchain core focus.
Although a single piece of data is typically
less than 100 bytes, the system is designed to
collect potentially thousands of measurements
per batch. Since a batch may include data from
multiple sources, the platform will need to
handle terabytes of data daily. To achieve this
platform capacity, Newscrypto has created
a custom software that integrates with the
blockchain and a distributed storage system.

Challenges
Cryptocurrencies are spreading like no other
financial instrument at this moment. Countless
people are intrigued to buy crypto assets but
they face two main setbacks making them
anxious to do so.
Crypto is perceived as a financially unstable
space, the fluctuations in the market make
people fear that they will lose their value.
Most prospective investors do not know how
or where to buy cryptocurrencies as they lack
what seems to be basic knowledge.
There is also a huge growth in internet sites
containing manipulated information which
may end up misleading to investors and
traders. Compounded by market fears mostly

stemming from the highly publicized horrific
crash of January 2018, people’s confidence
in cryptocurrencies has continued to fall
resulting in traditional financial services being
overly expensive beyond the reach of many
people due to risk factors.

There are a lot of inconveniences with the
currently existing crypto exchanges which
are quite hard to understand without proper
guidance, especially charts which are a crucial
tool in trading. This is why people end up
blindly investing and having to rely on pure
luck to save them. It is a sad case similar to
the proverbial small fish swimming in a pool
full of sharks.

Newscrypto.io is the most advanced cryptoorientated platform to date consisting of
everything a trader needs; information,
knowledge, and confidence all in one. The
platform was created for those who want to
master the cryptocurrency markets and reach
new financial heights.
Specially
programmed
indicators
at
Newscrypto recognize any unstable market
reactions and display the trends so there are
no unexpected occurrences. The platform
monitors real money deposits and withdrawals
at all major fiat gateways, big money
movements on the exchanges to control the
whale’s actions, and much more.

Firstly, it’s important to educate new members
to become a part of the crypto world. The
Newscrypto School program was put together
by the most experienced crypto leaders in the
industry covering everything that is vital to
know. The whole section is designed to cater to
everyone, from the very beginnings to expert
knowledge thereby preparing the community
for real-life trading.

newscrypto.io

Solution

The scope of NewsCrypto’s content and
information is wider than any other platform
available today. With a cheaper price range for
any payment plan users choose, Newscrypto is
financially accessible for everyone.
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Platform
Trading Indicators and Tool
Newscrypto platform is the nerve center
for money-making decisions in the crypto
world. It targets expert traders as well as the
new generation getting into crypto trading.
Newscrypto solves the problem of finding the
right information at the right time and guides
investors from blindly investing in crypto
assets. It serves as the first and most reliable
source of knowledge and insight in the market.
The platform provides data on buy and sell
orders, best exchange rates, gives detailed
information about smart money movements,
displays fundamental and technical analysis
and deep market insight on price movements.
The platform works for you, saving time
and energy in every aspect of the crypto
world by having crucial insights in the palm
of your hand.

newscrypto.io

Newscrypto trading section platform is divided
into three major tiers: Beginner, Intermediate,
and Advanced and each of them caters for a
specific user type.
The Beginner Tier is accessible after registering
an account. It consists of essential tools and
features every crypto trader needs: from
specially filtered breaking news, charts,
currency watchlist, portfolio manager,
performance indicator, and other Bitcoinoriented indicators.
The Intermediate Tier comprises next-level
features with detailed market insight. Users
can take advantage of price differences
between several markets listing the same
coin with the arbitrage feature. Other features
include sentiment, stock to flow model,
trading indicators like genesis, bitcoin to
gold comparisons, relative strength indexes,
5

trading options and many more.The features
in this tier allow users to make a step towards
more professional trading.
The Advanced Tier unlocks the most advanced
programmed indicators to get an edge over
other traders in the crypto trading world.
You can track every big amount transaction
in the market with whale alert, analyze the
correlation between assets, see how much
FIAT is flowing in and out on crypto exchanges,
deep Bitcoin cycle analysis, historical price
movements frames, Bitcoin relative changes
and so on. This “package” of indicators allows
you full access and control of all the action in
the world of crypto.
New indicators and tools are constantly
added to the spectre of the provided features.
The project’s roadmap indicates a complete
range of necessary features that will continue
to be unveiled.

Newscrypto School
Newscrypto.io has developed a school
program suitable for beginners and those
who want to expand their knowledge about
trading with cryptocurrencies. The school
program, designed by the world’s best traders
and crypto minds is completely free as it is
in the project mission to educate as many
people as possible to make crypto trading
accepted by the masses. The educational
program was designed to provide users with a
powerful theoretical and practical experience
and warn them about possible mistakes in
the crypto world.

These lessons grant you points if you answer
questions correctly and move you forward
on the platform progress bar. Upon finishing
all lessons and tasks, you get a title based on
the points you would have gathered through
Newscrypto school. Newscrypto will incentivize
users and members for their knowledge
and skill displayed while learning, this
effectively means that they will get advanced
membership unlocked free of charge upon
completing their tasks.

Community Predictions
In the world of cryptocurrency, information is
power. The Newscrypto community prediction
section is created for members to interact with
each other and view the predictions that other
crypto traders make. Live chat is implemented
in the section which effectively serves as a mini
social media. We collect predictive charts from
the most experienced traders to those who are
just starting. With the like mechanism, you can
sort and choose the best ones. There is also a
play option, that shows how your prediction
is doing in the current situation, thereby
presenting a great opportunity to test and
improve your charting skills.

members, the section is alluring for world top
traders making the content even better. With
regular posts, Newscrypto users can have a
real-time overview of the market.

Predefined Charts
Charts are one of the most important tools
for crypto traders. Newscrypto has a wide
selection of charts with a variety of options
for members to use. They are not only used to
track the price movement for a particular coin
but also to compare Bitcoin with any currency
in a particular period of time.
The Newscrypto team took a step further
and developed predefined charts which
are regularly updated. There are more than
eight pairs with support and resistance lines
already drawn on the chart with trend lines
systematically added by the team. These
charts are professionally drawn by the world’s
top traders but are fully customizable so
you can also draw on them and move things
around. The lines plotted on these charts
have an extensive history value and have
been extensively market-tested. The asset
movements prove that Newscrypto predefined
charts are one of the most reliable sources of
insight in crypto.

newscrypto.io

The school program is divided into different
groups which cover the Basics, Charts, Trading
strategies, Economics, Crypto development,
Everything about Newscrypto tools. In each
group, there are lessons divided into chapters,
at the end of each lesson, there are prepared
interactive tasks. Each lesson has a text task
in which you have to choose the right answer,
tasks are based on charts where you have to
choose the right chart pattern.

Newscrypto community predictions are also
a great way to earn NWC tokens. Each week
there is a distribution of NWC tokens to the top
three contributors on the site. By rewarding
6

Market
Newscrypto operates in the global and most
successful sectors of the blockchain market.
Cryptocurrency trading is a huge, steadily
growing market.

newscrypto.io

The latest major research project conducted
by Chappuis Halder & Co. showed that there
were about 43 million active crypto traders
worldwide at the beginning of 2020. This figure
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Active Crypto Traders Across The Globe

shows a significant market growth when the
number is compared to the one from a study
conducted by the Cambridge research paper
a year earlier. Back then the market had
approximately 35 million active crypto traders.
The distribution of traders by the geographical
location is shown in the image below:

Source: chappuishalder.com

According to cryptocompare.com, the total
monthly volume of transactions in the field of
crypto trading in July 2020 has exceeded $550
billion, of which $334 billion came from the
Top-Tier exchanges.

Given the historical growth of the market
volume and the undeniable profitability of the
cryptocurrency market, it should be noted that
today the main beneficiaries are professional
traders who have sufficient information
resources to quickly conduct transactions and
other hired personnel who can manually select
and analyze information around the clock.
However, even the fastest, most attentive,
and hardworking employees cannot operate
with the efficiency of the automated tools
that Newscrypto offers. The simple interface
allows even beginners to use the platform. As
a result, they can trade more efficiently than
experienced traders.

Source: cryptocompare.com

number of users. By getting real feedback
the team was able to design the platform
appropriately to meet as many trader’s needs
as possible. The main conclusion was that this
product is needed, desired, and beneficial for
crypto traders. On average their trading results
got better as compared to the ones received
before they used the Newscrypto platform,
showing the added value.

newscrypto.io

Historical Monthly Top-Tier vs Lower-Tier Volume

No doubt that this scenario makes Newscrypto
a true quality standard in this field and allows
it to control a significant share of the existing
cryptocurrency trading market.

The Newscrypto rollout test was conducted with
10.000 users to help to improve the platform’s
ability to provide seamless services to a large
8

Newscrypto Coin – NWC
The Economic Model
Newscrypto’s economic model is based
on selling access to high-quality service
which is similar to the economic model of a
traditional IT company.
Newscrypto has transparent sources of
revenue, which have already been tested in
the blockchain market. The project relies on
proprietary technologies and an operating
platform, which is a tool that generates profit
for registered users.

newscrypto.io

The economic model of Newscrypto is based
on the long-term planning of activities and
a well-structured business approach to the
consistent development of the service.
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This allows generating cash flows and
quickly scaling the platform, increasing the
company’s market share.
An additional stabilizing factor is that
Newscrypto operates in the largest and most
successful sector of the blockchain market.
Cryptocurrency trading is a huge and relatively
predictable market with thousands of people
entering the market everyday.
This market is huge indeed and the growth
potential of Newscrypto is unlimited.

NewsCrypto Mechanism

By purchasing NWC tokens, the user gets
access to the functionality of the Newscrypto
platform and highly liquid instruments with
increasing value.
NWC tokens are a universal cryptocurrency
that acts as a medium of circulation in the
internal ecosystem of Newscrypto and at the
same time can be freely exchanged for fiat
money and other cryptocurrencies.
Users can buy and sell NWC tokens, while the
value of the token remains connected to the
supply and demand on the open market.
When building the Newscrypto economic
model, a deflationary model for regulating the
token rate is applied, which allows ensuring
stable demand and balance the internal
processes of the platform.
The internal circulation system was balanced
based on the monetary exchange equation:
MCNWC *V=P*Q ,
where MCNWC — NWC Market Cap (Current NWC
Rate * Circulating Supply),
V — token circulation speed,
P — commissions for key platform services,
Q — a cumulative volume of transactions on
the Newscrypto platform.

Factors that allow you to maintain a stable
organic growth of the token rate:
1. Payment of commissions for the services
of the Newscrypto platform and purchase
of access to partner services is carried
out in tokens only. The growing demand
for NWC tokens with an increase in the
number of users, commission rates, and
the introduction of additional products
increases the number and volume of
transactions. Therefore, it leads to
an increase in the current rate while
maintaining the internal circulation speed.
2. The rise in the value of the NWC token is
additionally ensured by the elimination
of 20% of the tokens that the platform
receives in the form of commissions. This
reduces the total volume of tokens in
circulation, stimulates the growth of the
exchange rate, and allows increasing the
loyalty of the NWC community and holders.
3. The introduction of additional services
and the attraction of partners to the
Newscrypto ecosystem will also ensure
the organic growth of the platform’s
capitalization by expanding the circulation
of the token.

newscrypto.io

NWC tokens are the basis of the internal
economic system of Newscrypto and are the
equivalent of all services implemented on
the platform. They serve as a special unit of
account and are used to pay platform fees.
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According to the research, the number of
paid Newscrypto members will be around
15,000 in the first year after the start of active
investments, 50,000 in the second year, 120,000
in the third year. The number will continue
increasing in the upcoming years.
The number of active registered users that
formed the Newscrypto community at the
beginning of 2020 will increase from 110,000 to
880,000 by the beginning of 2023.

newscrypto.io

This will be achieved by implementing an
active investment strategy and adding such

In the future, NWC will also serve as the
access key to different plugins and will be
implemented as an internal token for selected
blockchain startups and crypto-trade projects,
expanding the scope of implementation and
increasing demand.

Token Mechanism
Newscrypto Token - NWC
The NWC token is an internal unit of value
that the Newscrypto platform created to
manage its business model. Newscrypto
offers its users to interact with the terminal
and try out its services.
The success of the Newscrypto platform is
measured by the members and community in
the form of positive movements in the price of
the NWC token.
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services as Crypto Sentiment Indicator,
Newscrypto price alerts, Private chat
integration, Newscrypto trading bot, AI price
prediction, Shadow trading, Messenger price
alerts, and Newscrypto Blockchain incubator.

Token name: Newscrypto Coin
Symbol: NWC
Total supply: started at 280.000.000 which is
being reduced due to automatic token burning
(more on this in the ecosystem)

Token Allocation
Token public sale

50,00%

140000000

Retained by the company

32,09%

89852000

Community development

14,41%

40348000

Reserve funds

3,50%

9800000

Token Public Sale
Development

50%

70000000

Research

30%

42000000

Operations

15%

21000000

Legal

5%

7000000

Founders

83,47%

75000000

Team / Advisors

16,53%

14852000

Community Development
Bounty

21%

8473080

Ambassadors

73%

29454040

Other

6%

2420880

newscrypto.io

Retained by the Company
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Token Burning
Newscrypto offers a limited supply of tokens.
The core of the token development system
is token burning.
This means that Newscrypto will automatically
burn/ permanently remove 20% of NWC tokens
received from membership fees. This process
of token burning reduces the total supply
of NWC tokens which results in the organic
growth of the token value and in the process
benefiting investors and token holders.
Newscrypto is committed to the continued
provision of a transparent and beneficial
service to the community, because of that,

the team is obliged to burn as many tokens
as received from memberships. Any kind
of token abuse and token manipulation
is strictly forbidden and inconsistent with
the project’s mission.
When the goal of 1 million members is reached,
the company will dispose of all remaining
tokens if any. The total supply of tokens is
280.000.000 and the estimated circulating
supply in 5 years is 90.000.000. With the
process of burning NWC tokens, Newscrypto
keeps the demand and price of the tokens
as high as possible.

NWC Token Functions

newscrypto.io

NWC Purpose
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Built-in-rights

Goal

Function
1.

NWC token as a project services
provider.
Members will have to pay a monthly,
or yearly membership fee to access the
Intermediate and the Advanced tiers for
tools and information provided on the
Newscrypto platform.

2.

Token as a platform management tool.
The volume of tokens held can be
taken into account when carrying out
an internal vote session for identifying
further development directions or/and the
introduction of new products.

3.

Token as an incentive tool.
All incentive payments and user rewards
will be made in NWC tokens.

4.

The token does not provide ownership of
the product, operational management
rights, or platform’s profit claim.

Increased engagement and
audience expansion

The structural
element of the
circulation system

Funding instrument

Management tool

Goal

Function
1.

Token as a measure of value.
Prices for all products and services,
rewards, and payouts are indicated in
NWC tokens.

2.

Token as a payment and exchange tool.
Token acts as a means of payment for
any transactions within the platform. To
provide this function, it must have high
liquidity and instantly exchange for any
other cryptocurrency and (in the future)
fiat currencies directly in the built-in
Newscrypto Wallet.

3.

The function of saving and investing.
To implement this function, the project
team maintains a stable organic growth
of the NWC rate. The success of the
Newscrypto platform is measured by the
members and community in the form of
the positive movements in the price of the
NWC token.

1.

Raising funding through the
implementation of the initial emission of
NWC tokens.

1.

The payment of bonuses and incentives
for actions aimed at developing the
platform (promotion, development,
representation).
Everyone behind the platform, namely
the team, will receive their financial
compensation entirely in Newscrypto
tokens. This means that it is in the team’s
best interest to provide a quality user
experience and maximize the value of the
NWC token as the team’s compensation is
interlinked to the success of the platform.

2.

Impact on the rate due to the sale/
purchase on the open market.

Economy creation

Funding for the development
of the Newscrypto platform

Stabilization of platform
development

newscrypto.io

NWC Purpose
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Stellar Blockchain
The Newscrypto coin is a Stellar Lumen
compliant token. Stellar is a decentralized
payment network that allows a cross-asset
value transfer by using a distributed ledger
on the blockchain. It is primarily a platform
that connects banks, payments, systems, and
people. With its core, you are able to move
money quickly, reliably, and at almost no cost.

newscrypto.io

The Stellar blockchain has also gone a step
further to ensure security implementing
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various authentication constraints and
encryptions. The average settlement time
for the Stellar transaction is 5 seconds. This
gives Stellar a tremendous advantage over
other alternatives. The transaction fee on
the Stellar network is considerably small.
An approximation states that for the fee to
total 1XLM, it would have to contain 100,000
transactions. Furthermore, it is also very fast as
it can process 3000+ transactions per second.

Advantages
Reasons and factors that allow Newscrypto
to dynamically develop and scale on complex
markets:

2. The platform operates on the only
blockchain market that is consistently
bringing profit.
The crypto trading market is huge, and
the growth potential is unlimited.
3. Newscrypto has built a working
business model and a transparent
mechanism for increasing the value of
the NWC token. The main indicator of the
effectiveness of Newscrypto is the stable
organic growth of the NWC token.
4. Newscrypto has completely transparent
revenue streams that make it
independent of external funding.
The project does not collect money
from its users but rather relies on the
development on its own income, which
allows it to quickly scale the platform,
increasing its market share.
5. A self-made project.
The project relies exclusively on its
development strategies. Newscrypto
technologies allow creating tools that
generate income for users.

6. A project with a transparent and
relatable success story.
Newscrypto has been on the market since
the beginning of the massive adoption
of blockchain technology. During all this
time, it has been consistently improving
and building up its user base.
7. The project is recommended by
independent experts.
Some of the reputable expert platforms
objectively highlight the trust lines,
experience, and the ecosystem of the
Newscrypto platform.
8. Active investment as a program
strategy.
The main goal of the active investment is
to achieve rapid growth in Newscrypto’s
market share and create a structure that
can significantly influence the market
in order to obtain the most favorable
conditions for traders.
9. A rapid transition of the project to a
new level.
The cumulative effect caused by the
introduction of new services and the
expansion of the user base allowed
Newscrypto to enter the stage of
exponential growth.

newscrypto.io

1. The platform brings money to its users.
Today Newscrypto is a market-proven
high-tech terminal with powerful
analytical tools. By offering a better
service at a lower price, with free access to
basic tools and an educational program,
Newscrypto has built a community of
more than 110,000 registered traders.

10. Stable growth of the NWC’s value.
The main task of the Newscrypto team
is to make sure that the NWC token
increases in value every day. Until now,
they have been able to achieve this goal.
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Future Development
Along with the Newscrypto platform, the plan
involves virtual offices where Newscrypto
team will provide live lessons with top crypto
advisors and professionals. This service will
assist anyone to learn more about crypto and
provide an upper hand to anyone who wants
to take the step further and start their journey
in cryptocurrency entrepreneurship.

the support needed. The Newscrypto team will
provide the development expertise, marketing
help and all the know-how needed to create a
successful project. Having a physical presence
will make the reaction times much faster and
improve communication. The team’s focus
is to build the most innovative incubator to
date and enlarge the Newscrypto community
through successful business alliances.

Newscrypto will establish an incubator which
will serve the community as an opportunity to
start their blockchain projects whilst getting all

Conclusion

newscrypto.io

Cryptocurrency is gaining market and public
attention like no other financial instrument
at the moment. Many players will try to take
advantage of the investment opportunities in
the industry as it is projected to erupt in the
future. One thing that is for sure, Newscrypto
is and will be the best place in the crypto world
for money-making decisions. The Newscrypto
project is built for the long run with an
innovative roadmap with realistic and global
changing goals.
Newscrypto proved that it can support and
offer everything traders need to make profits;
the number of members is expected to surge.
Covering every aspect of crypto, the platform
strives to become the go-to place for every
traders and investor.

Newscrypto is defying the prevailing negative
misconceptions that cryptocurrencies aren’t a
safe investment. Newscrypto platform solves
the problem of finding trustworthy information,
tools and insights by offering members the
best user experience possible in the world of
crypto trading. The company positions itself to
become the Google of cryptocurrency, shaping
the industry in the right way.
With practical approach to the market, it is
inevitable that the NWC token will become the
mainstream cryptocurrency.

Newscrypto is here to shape the future of crypto trading.
Let’s do it together.
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Q2/2018

Concept Launch

Q4/2018

In-depth Market Research 2018

Q1/2019

MVP Launch

Q2/2019

Crypto Community Engagement

Q4/2019

Exchange Listing

Q1/2020

User Rewards System. New platform tools and indicators release

Q2/2020

FIAT payment system widget for NWC token. Platform wallet integration

Q3/2020

Newscrypto advertisement service. Newscrypto video tutorials launch,
Platform signal section

Q4/2020

Mobile App release. New crypto sentiment indicator

Q1/2021

Demo trading. Platform staking option. New platform tools and
indicators release

Q2/2021

Private chat integration

Q3/2021

Newscrypto trading bot. Collaboration with top educational institutions

Q4/2021

AI price prediction

Q1/2022

User interaction options on the platform. New platform tools and
indicators release

Q2/2022

Live video trading lessons. Upgraded whale alert indicator

Q3/2022

Shadow trading. Messenger price alerts

Q4/2022

Virtual trading support. Community prediction section 2.0

Q1/2023

Providing know-how and financial service for crypto projects. New
platform tools and indicators release

newscrypto.io

Roadmap
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Legal Disclaimer
This document does not constitute an offer of sale or a request for an offer to purchase or a
guarantee in any jurisdiction in which it is illegal to make such an offer. The statements, estimates,
and financial information contained in this document constitute statements or information. Such
statements or information are related to known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could
cause actual results or events to differ materially from the estimates or results expressed in such
implied or prospective statements.

newscrypto.io

The information contained in this document may be used in the course of written or verbal
communication with existing and potential community members, partners, etc. In the course
of the information, the content may change during the evolution of the Newscrypto project. The
information contained in this White paper may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements
of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to
the holders of possible tokens so that they can carry out a thorough analysis of the company with
the intention of acquiring their NWC.
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Final Provisions
This white paper is available in several languages. The information contained herein may from time
to time be translated into other languages or used in the process of written or oral communication
with potential NWC Token holders. During such translation or editing, part of the information
contained in this document may be lost, damaged, or distorted.

Join the NewsCrypto Community
www.newscrypto.io

newscrypto.io

The accuracy of such alternative versions of White Paper cannot be guaranteed. In the event of a
conflict between the original version of White Paper in English and its alternative versions in other
languages, the English version of White Paper shall prevail.
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Thank You.
NewsCrypto.io Team

